
Dashboard - Bug #41687

mgr/dashboard: Delete actions should provide the name of the object being deleted

09/06/2019 02:48 PM - Lenz Grimmer

Status: Resolved % Done: 0%

Priority: Normal   

Assignee: Ricardo Marques   

Category: UI   

Target version: v15.0.0   

Source:  Affected Versions: v14.0.0, v14.2.0, v14.2.1, v14.2.2,

v14.2.3, v15.0.0

Tags:  ceph-qa-suite:  

Backport: nautilus Pull request ID: 30658

Regression: No Crash signature (v1):  

Severity: 3 - minor Crash signature (v2):  

Reviewed:    

Description

Currently, when performing delete actions on e.g. Ceph pools, RBDs or RGW users/buckets, the modal dialogue only prompts for

"Are you sure you want to delete the selected [object]", where [object] is either "pool", "image", "user" or "bucket" (there may be more

that I could not test in my environment). It would be helpful to explicitly mention the name of the object to be deleted here, to avoid

confusion, e.g. "Are you sure you want to delete the selected [object] ([name])?"
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Related issues:

Copied to Dashboard - Backport #42295: nautilus: mgr/dashboard: Delete action... Resolved

History

#1 - 09/06/2019 02:49 PM - Lenz Grimmer

- Backport set to nautilus

- Affected Versions v14.0.0, v14.2.0, v14.2.1, v14.2.2, v14.2.3, v15.0.0 added

#2 - 09/13/2019 01:21 PM - Lenz Grimmer

- Category changed from 132 to 165

#3 - 09/13/2019 01:23 PM - Laura Paduano

Lenz Grimmer wrote:

It would be helpful to explicitly mention the name of the object to be deleted here, to avoid confusion, e.g. "Are you sure you want to delete the

selected [object] ([name])?"

 

+1 for explicitly mentioning the name of the object which is going to be deleted.
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#4 - 09/27/2019 01:16 PM - Lenz Grimmer

- Assignee set to Ricardo Marques

#5 - 09/27/2019 10:10 PM - Ricardo Marques

- Status changed from New to In Progress

#6 - 10/02/2019 10:23 AM - Ricardo Marques

- Status changed from In Progress to Fix Under Review

- Pull request ID set to 30658

#7 - 10/11/2019 01:00 PM - Ricardo Marques

- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Pending Backport

#8 - 10/14/2019 07:54 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied to Backport #42295: nautilus: mgr/dashboard: Delete actions should provide the name of the object being deleted added

#9 - 11/19/2019 04:57 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved

While running with --resolve-parent, the script "backport-create-issue" noticed that all backports of this issue are in status "Resolved" or "Rejected".

#10 - 04/22/2021 11:27 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Tracker changed from Fix to Bug

- Project changed from mgr to Dashboard

- Category changed from 165 to UI

- Regression set to No

- Severity set to 3 - minor
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